Abstract:Popnlation and housing grid data spatialization based on 340 grid samples ( 1 kmxl km) is used instead of regional statistical data to simulate the population and housing distribution data of Yunnan Province
Introduction
Population and housing grid spatialization is the key to improving the accuracy of the rapid assessment of earthquake disaster resnlts. By the end of the 20th century , considerable research had been performed on population grid spatialization models and on the mathematical theory and land use models used to simulate population spatial distributions. Much work has also been done to improve the land use models that make the simulation of population spatial distribution more reasonable ; such work has been based on a comprehensive consideration of the degree of urban development, urban and rural residential distributions, altitude, slope, net primary production, traffic distribu- Therefore , the purpose of the present paper is to improve the accuracy of grid data and to find a simple and feasible method for treating population and housing grid data to serve the needs of earthquake disaster pre- 
Partition and Sampling

Partition
Population and housing distributions have strong regional differences. The population distribution is mainly affected by the layout of urban and rural areas , whereas building structure type distribution is mainly affected by the layout and the influence of the level of local economic development between urban and rural areas.
Combined with urban and rural layouts , the level of economic development can be divided into six regions in Yunnan province ( Fig.l) . To achieve simplified model parameters, partitioning is based on establishing areas with the same population and strongly similar housing space distribution characteristics. 2) The change m village distribution, trans porta- 
Country population density weighting model
Through an analysis of the sample data of rural area, we determined that the main factors influencing the rural population distribution are residential area, agricultural area, and the distribution of water resources. Village distribution is used for auxiliary modeling to make the grid data more accurate. 
Population grid spatialization
Using the population statistical data in rural areas, cities , towns , and streets, we generated the density of a population grid cell by the weighted population density data as follows[ 14 l:
where Pop_density(i,j) are the populations of grid cells,
P(i,j) are the weightings of grid cells, and
Popi are the population statistical data. Finally, the population grid data ( Fig.3 ) of Yunnan are generated by merging grid data from each partition.
Housing grid spatialization
Referring to building structural classification and combining with actual sampling data, we can divide the building structure types in Yunnan province into five classes: civil structures, brick and wood structures, brick ing type distribution will be the subject of future research.
